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Abstract—Intentionally or not, social media users likely to share others recommendation about things, included tourism activities. In this paper we proposed a technique which was able to structure the joint recommendation of composite social media and extract them into knowledge about the tourist sites by deploying the vector space model. We included advice seeking technique to not only calculate recommendations obtained from the profile itself but also recommendations by social network users. This is a potential solution to handle sparsity problem that usually appears in conventional recommender systems. We further formulated an approach to normalize the unstructured text data of social media to obtain appropriate recommendation. We experimented the real world data from various source of social media in R language. We evaluated our result with Spearman’s rank correlation and showed that our formulation has diversity recommendation with positive correlation to user’s profile.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently social media is one of tools for people to search for travel destination and information. The needs of online information for traveler, give an opportunity for tourism organization to enlarge their promotion through social media [1]. Social media has changed the way of traveler to planning their trip by combined information from various social media. For instance, we like to search comments or testimonies by others people in social media about any tourism site. Users assess and match it towards their preferences. They repeat these activities manually until they found the best tourism site that match with their preferences.

There were many tourism recommender systems (RSs) to support the selection process of tourism destination easily. In [2], [3] tourism RSs developed under static data which it represent characteristic of tourism site. In real world, the tourism characteristics does not compatible with static data which its value in crisp value (0 or 1). For instance in [3] was defined that travel goal is one of attribute in tourism context, it was divided to 9 value such as cultural experience, scenic/landscape, and education. One tourism site may have more than one value, and if one tourism site has one category such as cultural experience it doesn’t mean its value to cultural experience is one and to other categories is zero. This method is not suitable with current user’s behavior as we had mentioned in previous paragraph.

In this paper, we proposed a method for tourism RSs through social media extraction so it will not depend to static data that have high value of inflexibility. Information about tourism site was provided in several social media and dynamically grew as people share their experience through their comment, testimony, post, etc.

Our motivation was to overcome the drawback of static identifier for tourism site in RSs through text data in social media. There are some challenges when we need to utilize text data in social media. Data in social media is very unstructured, user are free to post with emoticon, word abbreviation, link, or any non-standardized text data. To clear these challenges, we presented a text mining method with some additional normalization process to obtain well-formed identifier of tourism site.

In this paper we did not use historical data about users and items as conventional RSs did. Our method provided recommendations based on user’s posting in social media such as sparsity problem which potentially appear if users rarely make a post in their social media. This problem has potential to cause sparsity problem which in conventional RSs affected by sparse data rating [4], [5]. In order to avoid this problem, we utilized the power of the social network usage data that support data-network between users, such as in Facebook which are known as friends or in Twitter known as follower. Our assumption is the items that might be preferred by user’s friend would directly influence user’s choice. This assumption also known as advice-seeking [6]. We utilize users connection in social network to complete the process of this assumption.

We thus formulated the mechanism of RSs from the extraction process in user’s social media and tourism
The objective of this paper was to formulate recommendation model based on composite social media and to extract unstructured composite social media text data in Indonesia language. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II we briefly mention state of the art RSs based on social media. In section III we briefly present illustration how we formulate recommendation. In section IV we presented our proposed method and we conducted relevant experiment for our proposed method with real world data in section V. The conclusions are drawn in section VI.

II. RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS BASED ON SOCIAL MEDIA

In social media, there are many aspects to provide recommendation process. Social media become people’s need and influenced the data to keep on growing naturally and potentially to be resources for RSs. This power potentially provides RSs performance to be more dynamic but faced more challenges.

There are some studies to explore the benefit of social media data in RSs. In [7] presented two approaches for recommendation framework based on social media, there are interest-oriented and influenced-oriented which focused for content recommendation in social media. In [8] presented field experiment based on interview to demonstrate the benefit of social recommendation, trust-aware recommendation, and advice-seeking recommendation to improve the performance of RSs as it has similar mechanism with real world recommendation.

In practice, one person may have more than one social media, [9] presented recommendation with composite social media to acquire friend list and analyze friends who have impact in user decision making to generate personalized recommendation. The drawback of the conventional RSs in [9] still use static identifier that given by user manually. Most of research in object identifier extraction such as sentiment analysis and opinion mining are based on text mining method [10], [11], [12].

Based on this review, we caught a gap in social media data extraction for object identifier to infer in
process of recommendation. We further complete the recommendation by using relevant content from composite social media to enrich our findings.

III. FORMULATION OF RECOMMENDATION BASED ON SOCIAL MEDIA DATA

We briefly present our proposed method with illustration in Fig. 1. The information from various social media identified as characteristic or identifier for each tourism site. For each site, we extract information from various social media with text mining to emerge its characteristics. Then, the extraction result stored in database. The collection of extraction process from various tourism sites defined as tourism corpus.

In this research, we combined recommendation process with advice-seeking technique related to social recommender. We assumed the items that might be liked by other users who have strong relation with user also contribute to user’s choice. Then, we identified user in the system who have strong relation with users who will receive recommendation, in this research we call those users as socialize users. We also projected socialize users into vector space model to calculate each user proximity with tourism site. Then, score for each tourism site aggregated based on level of trust ($\lambda$). For the last step, we rank tourism site based on score of aggregation function to generate top N recommendation.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Tourism identifier Extraction

Nowadays information of tourism were supported by various social media. The collections of social media for each tourism site assumed as a corpus. In our approach, we defined identifier for each site by term occurrence in social media feature that based on text media.

Object identifiers for each site were generated from its corpus in Indonesia language with text mining method, there are tokenization, normalization, term compression, and term weighting. We normalized unstructured data on social media by following these steps:

Step 1: remove punctuation and numbers.

Step 2: normalize based on words abbreviation. This is to solve another challenges of data text in social media. When posting in social media, people like to use abbreviation of words. For instance, ‘sepeda’ (in English: bicycle), we can use abbreviation ‘spd’. In this normalization process, we using abbreviation list in Indonesia Language from [13].

Step 3: stem all word based on Indonesia language [14].

Step 4: transform unstructured form of words using regular expression. Some challenges in social media text are people freely to post unstructured words like ‘gunuuung’ (in English: mountain) according to ‘gunung’. Regular expression will transform the repeated letters into single letters. This is the formulation of regular expression transformation:

\[ [a]^+ \rightarrow [a] \]
\[ [b]^+ \rightarrow [b] \]
\[ [z]^+ \rightarrow [z] \]

where $[a]^+$ means any words that consist repeatedly ‘a’ characters (more than one ‘a’ characters in a string) will be transformed into single ‘a’ characters.

Step 5: re-normalization process. In this normalization process, we use re-normalized words have been changed due to process in 1d, such as ‘tangal’ (in English: date) have been changed to ‘tangal’ and we must re normalize to early form.

In order to avoid the term that generated abundant, we use term compression based on compression rate. The collection of identifier from all site were defined as tourism term. For each term will be calculated term frequency (tf) and then normalized sublinear tf scaling. We assign $tf_{is}$ depends on the number of occurrences of term $t$ in site $s$. We use normalized sublinear tf scaling in [15] as follow:

\[ wf_{is} = \begin{cases} 1 + \log tf_{is} & \text{if } tf_{is} > 0 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

B. User Profiling

In this paper, the occurrence of tourism terms in user’s social media content guide us to generate tourism site recommendation. First of all, user might have more than one account in various social media. The collection of user’s social media can be seen as corpus for each user. Then, to get tourism term in user’s corpus, the corpus were then will be proceed by text mining processes which are similar to the previous section of tourism identifier extraction.

C. Vector Space Model

The calculation of proximity between each tourism site user based on cosine similarity function in vector space model:

\[ \text{score}(u_s, s_j) = \frac{\vec{v}(u_s) \cdot \vec{v}(s_j)}{||\vec{v}(u_s)|| ||\vec{v}(s_j)||} \]  

Otherwise, in social media there is linkage between users that define connection between users. We identified advice-seeking process by the connection between users. We assumed if user1 and user2 were friend with each other in social media, user1 will have contribution to influence user2 recommendation, and vice versa. If we want to give recommendation to user1 as main user, we must identified list of user1’s friend, for example in this case we detect user2 as user1’s friend. We define notation for $(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_z)$ as the collection of main user’s friends in our formulation.
We aggregated score from main user and main user’s friends based on level of trust in range \( 0 \leq \lambda \leq 1 \), the value of \( \lambda \) represent a weight of how we trust recommendation from our friends than we trust recommendation from our own profile. If we set the bigger value of \( \lambda \), then we trust recommendation from our friend more than our own profile. We formulated equation that derived from function of weighted mean aggregation in [16] for each site \((s_1, s_2, s_j...s_n)\) from this equation:

\[
\text{finalScore}_j = (1 - \lambda) \text{score}(u, s_j) + \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{z} \text{score}(f_j, s_j)}{z}
\]

Then, we ranked tourism site based on the final score and filtered based on top-N.

We evaluated our formulation based on Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient in [17]:

\[
\rho = \frac{\sum (u - \bar{u})(v - \bar{v})}{n \times \text{stdev}(u) \times \text{stdev}(v)}
\]

The objective of our evaluation was to identify the effect of our assumption that the items might be liked by user’s friend will influence user’s choice. In Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, we compare ranking of recommendation between user’s profile (without aggregation recommendation to user’s friends) and with user’s friend recommendation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section, we perform the result from our experiment with real world data and hypothetic data. We using R 3.1.0 software to retrieve data from social media and assist text mining process.

A. Experimental data

In this paper, we collect data about tourism site in Table 1 from various social media and compose the data based on tourism site. Then each tourism site take a role as documents and built a tourism corpus.

We retrieve data from 4 different source for each tourism site, there are Twitter search (tourism site’s name as a query), Facebook page of tourism site (if any), Twitter account (if any), and Wikipedia webpage.

The data retrieval was assisted by R packages, there are RFacebook and twitter, and for Wikipedia data source firstly we saved html file and converted HTML to text by XML package. The usage of twitterR and RFacebook are we must get access token from API registration at https://developers.facebook.com/ and https://dev.twitter.com/.

B. Data Extraction

Firstly each source of data were processed independently, as data from facebook and twitter almost contain unstructured form but data from Wikipedia contain full structure form. Twitter data might be contain name of user, for example in Twitter post: ‘RT @poo Taman Safari belajar keaneakaragaman fauna’, we could detect ‘@poo’ as name of user as ‘@’ mark was at beginning of user name in twitter. In normalization process for Twitter data, we removed word with its formulation. In unstructured form of Facebook and Twitter data, we performed text mining with normalization process for abbreviation word. This process matched the words with dictionary of abbreviation and then replaced with word in the normal form. In [13] had been experimented with function of Levenshtein distance [18] to normalize abbreviation in Indonesian language, and the result showed matching process using dictionary was more accurate. In this experiment, we used dictionary from [13].

The challenges for text mining in Indonesian language is process of stemming. Porter algorithm [19] and Nazief & Adriani Algorithm [14] are two popular algorithm for stemming corpus in Indonesian language. The comparison of these two algorithm [20] showed Nazief & Adriani Algorithm was more accurate than Porter algorithm, although Porter algorithm faster than Nazief & Adriani algorithm. Then we implemented Nazief & Adriani algorithm in R environment with MySQL database to store word base of Indonesian language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tourism Site (Tourism index)</th>
<th>Data Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogor Botanical Garden (s1)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari Garden, Cisarua (s2)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taman Mekarsari (s3)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kebun raya cibodas (s4)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Museum Fatahillah (s5)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans Studio Bandung (s6)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea World (s7)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monumen Nasional (s8)</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taman Mini Indonesia Indah</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taman Impian Jaya Ancol</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

LIST OF TOURISM SITE
Stop word list in information retrieval depend on the context of its field. For instances, in the field of computer we adjust ‘swim’ as stop word, but not in the field of tourism. In our experiment, we just use 126 stop word contain conjunction such as ‘yang’, ‘ke’, ‘pada’. In Fig. 2 we can see there are unrepresentative words for tourism context. We obtained 5018 term which contain 81% sparse term. Then, we reduce tourism term with value of compression rate 40% which means we filtered out term that were not appear in minimal 4 documents. Term compression reduce tourism term to 229 terms with 12% term. Table 2 is an example list for term document matrix.

### C. Recommendation Process

We perform data acquisition from two users who have Twitter and Facebook account and they are friends in real world and in social network. User 1 is main user to given the recommendation and user 2 is friend to user1. In this process, we matched the occurrences of tourism term in user’s social media post. Table 3 show term occurrences for user1 and user2 after user profiling process. User 1 like to travel to natural site and user 2 like to travel to historical site.

Then, we normalized term frequency with equation (1) then calculated cosine similarity for user1 and user2. Fig. 3 show illustration how vector space model projection for users and tourism site, tourism term take role as vector where cosine similarity defined the proximity between user and tourism site.

In this experiment we used level of trust with $\lambda=0.4$ which show score for recommendation based on friend’s profile. Table 4 is the result of our experiments, final score calculated by equation (3) and show the aggregated value of cosine similarity between user1 and user2. The result show how social recommender impact the result of recommendation for historical site by user1. The top-3 recommendation are Sea world ($s_7$), Safari Garden ($s_2$), Monumen Nasional ($s_8$).

Then, we evaluated our result based on Spearman’s rank correlation. The evaluation showed score of 0.78 which compared with ranking of recommendation based on user’s social media content and our formulation (combine with friend’s social media content). It showed that our recommendation has positive correlation with user’s profile. Furthermore, our formulation has more diversity recommendation.

If we generate a recommendation based on user profile, the top-5 recommendation ($s_7$, $s_2$, $s_4$, $s_1$, $s_3$)
related to natural tourism sites, but based on our formulation list of top-5 recommendation are more diverse (contain historical tourism sites), and user will have more experience with our recommendation. If user want obtain recommendation only based on their profile, we can adaptively set $\lambda$ value related to user’s needs on diversity recommendation. Thus briefly we have proved the power of composite social media content extraction to alleviate the tourism recommendations. However in further work to make our formulation more powerful, we must construct integrated API from various social media and implement our formulation within real time process.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed an approach for tourism recommendation based on composite social media data. This approach utilized the growth of tourism’s data in social media to be an identifier which it represent tourism characteristic. Our recommendation adopted real world recommendation that our friend contribute in decision making process that provided by user’s network in social media. The benefit of this adoption was to overcome sparsity problem that happened in conventional RSs. We solved the challenges to obtain well-formed identifier from unstructured text data in social media based on some normalization process in text mining method. The experiment with real world data show our formulation can adaptively implemented related to user’s needs on diversity recommendation. Our approach potentially implemented in real time process to generate dynamic identifier of tourism sites.
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TABLE 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tourist index (s_i)</th>
<th>Score (u_i, s_j)</th>
<th>Score (u_j, s_i)</th>
<th>Final Score</th>
<th>Rank based on u_i</th>
<th>Rank based on Final Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s_1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_2</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_3</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_4</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_7</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_8</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_9</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_10</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>